
July 18, 2021                                                                                Business Meeting


Pastor Jeremy called meeting to order. Michael Honn opened in prayer.


Pastor Jeremy talked about the spiritual state of our church. We are at a standstill, COVID has 
set us back 2 years in our growth. We are spiritually stronger, but void in fellowship. We need to 
work on building our family and get back together. We need to focus on us before we get back 
out in the community. We will establish micro groups and improve fellowship opportunities.The 
community is still fearful and we have to be careful. Then we need to get out into our 
community and share the gospel. Think outside the box. Transfer growth is good but we need 
to reach nonbelievers (95% to the people in our area). Now is the time to step out. If you have 
ideas talk to me (Pastor) after this meeting.

 

Social Media: Marcus Lewis said. “Facebook page had 219 views and 10 watched the whole 
service. Marcus wants to look at using using our website for the video. Looking at a you tube 
channel. Put the videos on that channel. Our Website offers the ability to do a podcast. We are 
trying not  to use money on this. Marcus will have a better idea of what it will take and how 
much it will cost. What do you think if having the sermon only on Facebook?”

Annette Martin said, “the music doesn’t sound as good on Facebook”. 

Kaitlin Lewis said, “we could start intro that catches attention.”


Discussion: Marcus Lewis said, “the biggest thing is to spread the gospel and keep it at a 
minimum cost (and work).” Mark researched links for music online. We would need another 
board (we can talk about this). 

Candii Sargent question on evangelism, ”Is it easy to find the right link to get stuff from the 
website?” 

Marcus Lewis said. “the goal is to keep it as simple as possible”. 

Candii said, “Facebook is easier and Zoom is harder to find stuff.” 

Marcus Lewis, “it is our job to make it easier and to get the links out.” Go into your internet 
search and give a review makes items show up easier.” 

Michael Honn, “one of the things that would make it better would be to be able to give people 
the links.”


Michael Honn, “Made the motion to just do the sermon online. Get the music online when 
things are worked out better later.” Hallie Honn seconded the motion. Motion carried 
unanimously.


Pastor Jeremy stated, “that he thinks we may get podcasts for free on our website. We are 4th 
on google listing. The more traffic we have on google makes us go higher on the list.” 

Marcus Lewis, “ we will look at the podcast situation. Right now we have 2 Facebook pages. 
Pastor Jeremy said we are working on making one.”


Pam Ventresca motioned to delete the personal Facebook page. Terry Brown seconded the 
motion. Motion carried unanimously.


Pam Ventresca moved to have Marcus and Kaitlin Lewis look into the Youtube, podcast and 
social media situation. Jeff Mechtel seconded the motion. Motion carried unanimously.


Financials: Yvonne Brown provided a report that showed the first 6 months of this year vs. the 
first 6 months of last year. She stated that, “a lot of people pay for things outside the budget. 
So it makes it difficult to get a true budget. We are getting money from first Baptist Church Los 
Osos ($1,500 a month). There was $39,000 in tithing in 2020 and $31,000 in 2021. This was 



due (mostly) First Baptist Los Osos gradually reducing their support as we work toward self 
support. Expenses haven’t changed much ($4,200 per month). We have extra designated cash 
that can be used, $10,000 was designated for the video system and to date we have used 
$7,000. There is $6,000 designated for kitchen remodel. 

Hallie Honn: “computer monthly internet price is up, is that because usage on our internet is 
up?” 

Pastor Jeremy confirmed that is the reason for the difference.


Pastor Jeremy stated, “that FBC will be giving us $1,000 a month until October. Then it will go 
down to $500 a month. They paid for our renovation and support us. They had one church 
member that was well off and passed. We are to get $6,000 as an offset to the reduction in 
monthly support (Pastor Bob is working on this for us).” 

Jeff Mechtel asked, “if COVID had been factored into this”. 

Pastor Jeremy replied,  “Yes it has.” 

Kristin Ventresca said, “New Vision Church was giving us $350 a month. Is it certain that this 
will continue due to COVID?” 

Pastor Jeremy said, “they will continue to support us, they have grown during COVID”.

Yvonne Brown state, “that we need to be good stewards and be mindful of expenses.” 

Kristin Ventresca stated, “that if we keep on our current trajectory into we will be $24,000 
short.”


Pastor Jeremy stated, “it rests on us to get more people and become independent. We don’t 
want to burn through our reserve. We should avoid using the reserve. If the church is going to 
succeed we need to get more people in.

There were no other questions to Yvonne Brown.


A motion was made by Hallie Honn to 

Approve the old minutes, seconded by Candii Sargent. Motion carried unanimously.


Don Ventresca (Security): Do we understand what our financial situation is? Pastor Bob 
wonders what is happening with north Morro Church.


Don said, “The locks on the doors can be picked with a pocket knife. We ned to get new locks 
on the doors and deadbolts.”

Don is going to check with a friend (who works at diablo Canyon) about what we need. He will 
be back in a week. Can we table this item til next meeting?

Michael Honn moves to table the security system, Marc Lewis seconded it. Motion passed 
unanimously.


Michael Honn moved to proceed with the lock replacement. Annette Martin seconded the 
motion and it was approved unanimously. Don Ventresca said he would pay for the locks.


Terry Brown proposed we get a new pc for the sanctuary, for the pro presenter program. It was 
proposed we use $650 fr the pc by Marcus Lewis. Terry brown seconded it. Motion carried.


Michael Honn asked if there is a potential for podcasts expenses? Mark Lancaster has the 
equipment to do podcasts.


Parking lot:Michael Honn stated there is a lip where the concrete meets the asphalt that could 
be a possible tripping problem.It would cost $8,000 to do the whole lot, not an option. Michael 
Honn will remove the curbed put in asphalt. Repair: if no permit is required, probably in 
September. This will be a contribution. Things like labor and equipment are to replace tithe. Gift 
to the church. It will happen this year.




Mark Lancaster said, “the sound panels are up.”


Candii Sargent said, “the blinds are up.”


Pastor Jeremy said, “we have 3 new members as of the last special business meeting”.


No other old business.


New sign: Mark Lancaster worked hard to get the sign ready. We still need a signage permit. It 
should be a one time fee of $331. 

Terry Brown moved to get the permit and hang the sign. Annette Martin seconded. 

Discussion: Michael Honn doesn’t think it will be a problem to get the permit. Sign will have a 
shut down timer. Pastor Jeremy will talk to Frank and neighbors across the street and let them 
know what’s happening. A Church member paid for the bracketing for the sign. Pam Ventresca 
to write a donation letter for the sign. Motion carried unanimously.


Kristin Ventresca announced an upcoming potluck for the church anniversary. Food to be 
determined. If you have any events email the church.


Don Ventresca to reactivate the action plan.


Numbers are up on the building.


No new business.


Motion to end the meeting, every stand. Jeff Mechtel closed in prayer;.


1:55pm
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